Highlights for manufacturer of toys or toy parts from plastic pellets

It is great that you care about the health of children playing with your toys or toys-containing parts from your factory. You may use this toolkit to understand how sound chemicals management can prevent chemicals of concern (CoCs) are contained in toys and causing harm to children. Check it out and browse through the various sections, maybe starting with information on what CoCs are #1.1, Guidance_Understanding CoCs.

Here are some shortcuts if you have specific issues to address:

- I don’t know if there are CoCs in the compounds and masterbatches that I use. I want my suppliers to know what they must not use such materials #3.4 Guide_Purchasing procedures
- I want to expand my market to another country. What legal requirements #2.1 Guidance_How to find apply to toys in other countries?
- How should I know which CoCs could be in my plastic raw materials #1.7 Guidance_What are plastics?
- There are CoCs in the compounds I am using. Where should I start to act on these CoCs? #5.1 Guidance_prioritising action